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DETROIT'S FINEST... HOT LYRICAL STREET SHIT...BANGING BEATS FROM DETROIT'S HOTTEST

PRODUCERS... SPECIAL GUEST APPEARANCES BY: DETROIT MOST WANTED, MIZZ KORONA (8

MILE MOVIE), SHY-DOG, WOOF-PAC 15 MP3 Songs HIP HOP/RAP: Rap, HIP HOP/RAP: Hip Hop

Details: ILL UNO...IS NO ILL-LUSION ILL UNO a/k/a ILL ONE is by no stretch of the imagination an

ILLUSION. He eats, drinks, and bleeds hip hop. During his early days, his carnivorous appetite for

competition translated to being the equivalent of Raptor instead of a rapper. Today, young ILL UNO, a

Detroit native, has evolved from street battling' free styler to accomplished rap artist. With a career

spanning some ten years ILL has garnered the respect of his industry peers. The Ill One has kept his

name and style true to the game spittin' for just about every mix cd in the city, while maintaining a solid

studio schedule to complete his newly released project entitled "ILLEGAL". Under the direction of

BreadWinner Entertainment, and the collaborative efforts with engineer and Label Exec, Steve Mask;

"ILLEGAL" is an infusion of hard hittin' beats with radio-active lyrics simmered in underground flava'.

Ghetto make fo sho, ILL kicks the real and let's the listener deal with the fall out. The single, " Get Up" is

the real combination plate, serving up the club track with a heavy helping of ILL's famous twisted lyrics,

basted in hot buttered bang. Trust, ILL UNO has found the recipe to hype a crowd, or soothe the gansta

needs in us all. Especially look out for "The City of Shity"...in this writer's opinion some of ILL's best SHIT!

No doubt, ILL and BreadWinner Entertainment are bakin' overtime on this joint. Readers can still catch

ILL blazing the club scene. Old habits die hard; once a battler...always a battler.
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